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Abstract

As in-flight loss of control has remained a se-
vere threat to aviation, aeronautical research de-
signed several approaches for upset recovery, few
of which has been demonstrated in flight tests.
The on-going success of micro air vehicles, how-
ever, rises the possibility of cheap and flexible
flight demonstrations. In this paper, we present
the concept of and first steps towards an aerial ex-
perimental platform for upset recovery: EDURA.
EDURA is part of the CONVEX project to inves-
tigate, develop, and demonstrate non-linear upset
recovery control laws in a fixed-wing MAV.

1 Introduction
In-flight loss of control (LOC-I) imposes the highest risk to
aviation safety [1] and has remained the foremost cause of fa-
tal accidents for the last decades. Generally defined as any de-
viation from the desired flight-path by [2], LOC-I especially
includes upset situations such as stall, high and inverted bank
angle, as well as post-stall spirals and rotations [3]. With their
unstable and highly non-linear characterizations, these situa-
tions require extensive control effort and adequate approaches
to recover the upset aircraft and return into the flight envelope.

Non-linear behaviour of aircrafts in the post-stall flight
regime has been investigated analytically [4–8] and in wind-
tunnel studies [9, 10]. As a result, researchers developed con-
trol laws for upset recovery [11–20]. For the recovery ap-
proaches found in literature as well as proposed by the au-
thors in [21] are model-based, there is a need for reliable flight
dynamics data. However, though the NASA generic trans-
port model (GTM) offers a scaled unmanned aerial platform,
well-investigated in wind-tunnel studies, to test control sys-
tems [22], only Gregory et al. [20] report flight tests of the
designed upset recovery approach.

In the past decade, the market for micro air vehicles
(MAVs) has grown considerably. Widely available now,
MAVs both offer cheap and repeatable experiments while be-
ing easy to replace and maintain in case of unsuccessful tests.
On the other hand, indoor flight tests provide several benefits
such as availability of accurate position tracking systems and
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reduction of disturbances in the test area, while requiring a
small-scale vehicle other than the GTM.

Combining the mentioned points—accurate aerodynamic
data, indoor tests, and usage of established MAV supply
chains—, in this paper we are going to present concept and
first version of a small-scale, fixed-wing experimental plat-
form resembling an easy-to-model flying plate; based on a
commercial-off-the-shell aircraft, for the first version, and
the open-source autopilot software Paparazzi UAV. Further-
more, we will propose and present a catapult launcher al-
lowing repeatable and configurable test conditions including
those which actually pose an upset, like insufficient air speed,
high angle of attack, or inverted bank angle. Based on a CAD
model of the aircraft, we conclude with deriving its aerody-
namic coefficients.

2 EDURA Concept

Indoor flight arenas, as existing at several research sites today,
provide an ideal test environment for unmanned air vehicles.
Wind and gust disturbances are reduced due to their closed
walls and optical tracking systems provide position, attitude,
and velocity information at both high accuracy and frequency.
However, they are limited in space and hence unsuitable for
larger vehicles. While clearly benefiting from indoor flight
conditions, a suitable fixed-wing MAV is mainly required to
be small.

Depron is a light-weight material which allows effortless
processing. Wings cut of a single layer of depron show a rect-
angular surface and thus can be modelled as flying plate to
obtain the aerodynamics coefficients. An aircraft made of de-
pron offers design, making, and aerodynamic modelling of an
aerial experimental platform in short iterations, evolving the
flight dynamics as suitable. Furthermore, it accounts for the
small-scale design necessary for indoor flight tests. Today’s
miniature microcontrollers, sensors and actuators, and auxil-
iary boards complete the setup albeit deliver full flight control
and navigation on-board.

Eliminating the necessity of propulsion, a catapult
launcher initially accelerates the aircraft to the desired air
speed. In addition, it provides a configurable initial angle of
attack and flight-path angle. The configuration of all three air
speed, angle of attack, and flight-path angle after launch is
repeatable over multiple executions of a single test case.
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(a) Side view.
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(b) Top view.

Figure 1: Side view (a) of the EDURA-0 vehicle based on an E-flite UMX Yak 54 3D commercial-off-the-shell aircraft; and
CAD drawing (b) from the top with measures: wing span, root chord, tip chord, and length (Quantities in millimetres).

3 EDURA-0 Aircraft
The first aircraft is based on an E-flite UMX Yak 54 3D com-
mercial off-the-shelf radio-controlled aircraft,1 as shown in
Fig. 1a. This 35 g vehicle with a wing span of 42.4 cm and
length of 46.3 cm is made of 35 mm thick depron and resem-
bles a flying plate with trapeze-shaped wings (Fig. 1b). The
control surfaces, elevator, rudder, and left and right ailerons
are driven by four linear servos at a speed of 0.14 s [23].

The E-flite aircraft has been originally shipped with a
Spectrum radio receiver, which was replaced by a Lisa-MXs
autopilot board [24] and an ESP8266-9 wifi module for UDP-
based communication (Fig. 2). The autopilot runs the open-
source software Paparazzi UAV.2

Figure 2: Autopilot configuration (from left to right):
ESP8266-9 wifi module, Lisa-MXs board, and the linear
servo for the elevator.

For unpropelled flight, the propellor and its motor will be
1http://www.e-fliterc.com/Products/?ProdID=EFLU3550
2http://paparazziuav.org

removed and replaced by a respective weight for balance.

4 Catapult Launcher
There are three main requirements to a catapult launcher for
upset recovery tests, as aforementioned: to accelerate the air-
craft to a certain air speed; to establish the initial angle of at-
tack; and define the flight-path, i.e. the flight-path angle and
heading.

Figure 3: The EDURA catapult launcher with aircraft.

As for those, the catapult launcher is designed of three com-
ponents (Figs. 3 and 4), the rail, a cart moving lateral along
the rail, and a cage to carry the aircraft. The cart is acceler-
ated by an elastic band fixed to the front of the rail, while the
same band attached to the end, too, slows down the cart after
ejecting the aircraft.

Rail The rail of the catapult launcher is based on a 1 m alu-
minium tube with quadratic surface and inner and outer edges
of 8 mm and 10 mm, respectively. Front and back end stop-
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(a) Cart. (b) Cage.

Figure 4: Components of the catapult launcher in CAD.

pers were 3D-printed to attach the elastic band to as well as to
prevent the cart from racing beyond the rail’s ends. The ori-
entation of the rail with respect to the global reference frame
will define the flight-path vector of the aircraft.

Cart The cart has been designed in CAD (Appendix, Fig. 6)
and was 3D-printed afterwards. Its quadratic body fits around
the rail and allows lateral motion of one degree of freedom.
The legs at the back of the cart allows the cage to be attached
with a variable angle, defining the angle of attack. At the bot-
tom, an eye is provided for the elastic band.

Cage Just as the cart, the cage was 3D-printed. Attached
on top of the cart, it holds the aircraft during the acceleration
and allows a smooth ejection. A CAD drawing of the cage is
shown in the appendix (Fig. 7).

The initial air-speed, i.e. the speed of the cart with respect
to the rail can be configured by pulling the cart backwards
thus stretching the elastic to a certain length with respect to
its resting point.

5 Aerodynamic Coefficients
Fuselage, wings, and control surfaces of the UMX Yak 54 3D
aircraft were measured and modelled in CAD (Fig. 5a). Aero-
dynamic coefficients are obtained numerically by using a pro-
gram based on vortex-lattice method, called AVL3 (Fig. 5b).
As a result, the linearized stability derivatives around the se-
lected operating point are given in Tab. 1 for 4 m/s cruise
speed and 15 % static margin. Based on the initial numerical
estimation of the coefficients, a comparison can be made be-
tween the expected and measured flight trajectories. Accord-
ing to the comparison, it will be possible to verify the linear
coefficients and identify the non-linear part in order to extend
and improve the numerical estimation of the coefficients. An
improved model, however, is crucial for the development of
upset recovery approaches.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have argued the need of an experimental
platform for flight tests of upset recovery approaches. We
have therefore discussed the benefits of indoor flights of suit-
able MAVs and proposed the EDURA concept of an evolvable

3http://raphael.mit.edu/avl

(a) CAD model.

(b) AVL mesh.

Figure 5: CAD model of the EDURA-0 aircraft and its control
surfaces (a) and AVL Mesh (b).

small-scale, fixed-wing MAV as demonstrator. An additional
catapult launcher allows repetition of the initial flight condi-
tions. The first prototype based on a commercial-off-the-shelf
aircraft has as well been presented as the design and develop-
ment of the catapult launcher.

The system illustrated is to be evaluated in launch tests
with indoor position tracking in order to proof repeatability
of the initial conditions. By free-flight force estimation and
force measurement in wind-tunnel tests, future studies would
verify the aerodynamic coefficients derived on the aircraft
model. Overall, we have introduced an aerial experimental
platform to test and demonstrate upset recovery approaches
based on the aerodynamic model of the aircraft, where the
modus operandi is going to allow the evolution of the vehi-
cle’s parameters and test conditions.
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α β p q r δelv δail δrud
CL 4.4478 0.0 0.0 8.2844 0.0 0.01506 0.0 0.0
CY 0.0 -0.7016 0.25792 0.0 0.82037 0.0 0.000254 0.0081
CDff

- - - - - 0.001086 0.0 0.0
e - - - - - 0.000486 0.0 0.0
Cl 0.0 -0.07259 -0.4150 0.0 0.09355 0.0 -0.008842. 0.0002
Cm -0.6156 0.0 0.0 -10.133 0.0 -0.03268 0.0 0.0
Cn 0.0 0.14285 -0.09723 0.0 -0.44895 0.0 -0.000924 -0.00538

Table 1: Stability derivatives extracted from AVL program for the aircraft at 5 m/s equilibrium cruise speed. All derivatives are
in 1/rad or s/rad except for the control derivatives δ, which are in 1/°.
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Appendix A: CAD Drawings
CAD drawings of the cart and cage components of the catapult
launcher are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
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Figure 6: CAD drawing of the cart component of the catapult launcher. All quantities are given in millimetres.
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Figure 7: CAD drawing of the cage component of the catapult launcher. All quantities are given in millimetres.
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